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ON ACTIONS OF REGULAR TYPE ON
COMPLEX STIEFEL MANIFOLDS
BY

McKENZIE Y. WANG I

The usual unitary representations of the special unitary, symplectic, or
special orthogonal groups define a sequence of smooth actions on the complex
Stiefel manifolds called the regular linear models. If one of the above groups acts
smoothly on the complex Stiefel manifold of orthonormal2-frames in en for odd n,
and if the identity component of the principal isotropy type is of regular type, then it
is shown under mild dimension restrictions that the orbit structure and the cohomology structure of the fixed point varieties (over the mod 2 Steemod algebra) resemble
those of the regular linear models. The resemblance is complete in the cases of the
special unitary and symplectic groups. There is an obstruction to complete resemblance in the case of the special orthogonal groups.
An application of the above regularity theorems is given.

ABSTRACT.

Introduction. Let Kj H be a compact homogeneous space. Then K acts transitively
on KjH by left translations. If G is a compact Lie group, one obtains a family of
natural actions on KjH by composing a homomorphism h: G ~ K on the left with
the natural transitive action of K on Kj H. Since when K is a linear Lie group, h is
nothing but a linear representation of G, we shall refer to actions in the above family
as the linear models of KjH.
In [12, p. 231] and [14, Chapter VII], W. C. Hsiang and W. Y. Hsiang have
suggested the study of arbitrary smooth G-actions on KjH by comparison with the
linear models on Kj H. This is a formidable problem in view of the fact that the case
KjH = O(n + l)jO(n) alone took well over ten years of work before a reasonably
complete understanding was achieved (for example, see [5, 10, 11, 13, 14]).
Consequently, before the general problem can be approached, it is necessary to
study special cases of K j H which cover a large variety of topological types. In a
series of papers, we begin to analyse the situation on w,.,2 for odd n, where w,.,2 = X
denotes the complex Stiefel manifold of orthonormal2-frames in
The w,.,2'S were chosen for three reasons: their relation to odd spheres (which can
be regarded as w,. I)' the variety of linear models (as numerous as the number of
unitary representations of G), and the wealth of information on their homotopy [18,
19,20]. Particular mention should be made of the fact that while the w,.,2'S are of the
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same integral cohomology type as s2n-3 X s2n-\ they are not of the same
homotopy type as s2n-3 X s2n- I [18, 20]. To detect this topological difference, one
has to use, for example, Steenrod operations when n is odd and Whitehead products
when n is even. Hence built into the study of transformation groups on w",2 is the
problem of utilizing homotopy information to obtain knowledge of the behavior of
compact transformation groups.
In this paper we investigate the orbit structure and fixed point variety structure of
smooth actions of G(m) = SU(m), Sp(m), SO(m), and Spin(m) on w",2' n odd,
under the assumption that the identity component of a principal isotropy subgroup
is again conjugate to G(ro), ro 0;;;; m.
After examining properties of the regular linear models in §1, we shall give a
summary of the main results of this paper in §2. In §3 we give some applications of
the results in §2. In §4 we give an outline of the proof of the main theorem through a
detailed proof for the case G = Sp(m). Lastly, in §§5 and 6 we discuss the proofs of
the cases of SU(m), SO(m), and Spin(m).
The results in this paper constitute a portion of the author's doctoral dissertation
written under Professor W. Y. Hsiang. The author wishes to express his gratitude to
Professor Hsiang for his constant encouragement and invaluable advice and to
Professor Hans Samelson for numerous discussions and general guidance.
1. The linear models. In this section we describe the characteristics of the regular
linear models on w",2'
We begin with some notation and conventions. We regard points in w",2 as
(n X 2)-matrices whose columns are orthonormal to each other. Let ILm' Pm' Pm
denote respectively the usual representations of SU(m), Sp(m), SO(m) on em, H m,
Rm. A smaller letter c will denote complexification.
Denote by G(m) anyone of SU(m), Sp(m), SO(m).
Let j be a nonnegative integer. By G( m - j) we denote the subgroup of G( m)
given by the embedding (G(moj)~). Let F(j) = F(G(m - j), X) be the fixed point
J
set of the action restricted to G(m - j). For convenience we shall choose specific
maximal tori in G(m - j). Unless otherwise stated we follow [1] in these choices (see
pp. 82-89) and use his notation. If T is the chosen maximal torus in G( m), then T(Jl
will denote the chosen maximal torus in G(m - j). All roots and weights of
representations will be defined with respect to these maximal tori and their Lie
algebras. It is necessary to regard weights as elements of H2(Br; Q) in the canonical
way. The notation we use closely follows that in [4, 6].
We also need maximal2-tori. Again for G(m) we choose specific maximal 2-tori
T2 and think of 2-weights as elements in HI(Br2; Zj2). For this we follow [3, 6].
If X is a G-space and R a commutative ring, the equivariant cohomology algebra
of X is H*(XG; R), where XG = EG XG X (see [5, pp. 52-55]). H*(XG; R) is a
module over RG = H*(BG; R) via the projection map p*: H*(BG; R) -> H*(XG; R).
Because we are concerned with w" 2' it does not matter whether we use singular,
tech, Alexander-Spanier, or sheaf c~homology.
The regular linear models are actions defined by the complex representations
k[ILm]' k[cPm] or k[cPm] up to trivial representations. As an example, the regular
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linear models corresponding to k/L m would be obtained as follows. Embed k copies
of A E SU(m) in SU(n) along the diagonal to get
A
A

I

Let SU(m) act on w,,2 = SU(n)jSU(n - 2) by matrix multiplication (on the left)
on points, which are (n X 2) matrices. This is the same as composing k/Lm EB (trivial)
on the left with the usual action of SU(n) on SU(n)jSU(n - 2) via left translations.
Similarly, we define the regular linear models of Sp( m) and SO( m) using the usual
embeddings c: Sp(m) C SU(2m), c: SO(m) C SU(m).
We make the following observations.
1. For SU(m), necessarily m ,.;;; n; if m = n we get the usual transitive action on
w" 2' For Sp(m), we must have m ,.;;; [nj2] = the greatest integer less than or equal
to nj2. For SO(m), we must have m";;; n.
2. Orbit structure. We regard G(m) as acting on en X en with w",2 as an invariant
sub manifold. It is easily seen that the isotropy subgroups are all connected and
conjugate to G( m x), so that the orbits are respectively complex, quaternionic, and
real Stiefel manifolds. The principal isotropy types are respectively (SU(m - 2 k )),
(Sp(m - 2k)), and (SO(m - 4k)) for SU(m) actions modelled after k/Lm + (trivial),
Sp( m) actions modelled after kcpm + (trivial), and SO( m) actions modelled after
kCPm + (trivial).
3. The lixed point sets of these actions, if nonempty, are again complex Stiefel
manifolds. Recall that the Stiefel manifold Wq ,2 has the same Zj2 cohomology as the
product S2q-3 X S2q-l. Let II and 12 denote the generators of the exterior algebra
H*(Wq ,2; Zj2). Then Sq2 II = 12 if q is odd and Sq2 II = 0 if q is even.
For an SU(m) action modelled after k/Lm + (trivial), the fixed point set F is
diffeomorphic to w,,-km 2' Let us say that F is Sq2 linked if Sq2 II = 12 and that F is
Sq2 unlinked if Sq2 II = O. When n is odd, then F is Sq21inked if k or m is even and
F is Sq2 unlinked if both k and m are odd. In fact if F(j) = F(SU( m - j), X), j ? 0,
and n is odd, then F(j) is Sq2linked whenever m - j or k is even and is Sq2 unlinked
if both m - j and k are odd. Thus for n odd the sequence {F(j)} is either alternately
Sq 2linked (when k is odd) or completely Sq 2linked (when k is even). For an Sp( m )
action F is always Sq2 linked if n is odd and is never Sq2linked when n is even.
The cohomological structure of the spaces {FU) = F(SO(m - j), X)} of an
SO( m) action modelled after kCPm + (trivial) is the same as that of an SU(m) action
modelled after k/Lm + (trivial).
4. Suppose F(I) = F(G(m - 1), w" 2)' where G(m - 1) is included in G(m) as
follows: (G(O'-I) ?). There is an incl~sion map i: Fe F(I); we may compute i*:
H*(F(l); Zj2) -> H*(F; Zj2). Since F(I) and F are both Stiefel manifolds and F(l) is
w,,-km+k,2 (for G(m) = SU(m) or SO(m)) or w,,-2km+2k,2 (for G(m) = Sp(m)), it
is well known that i* is zero unless dim F(l) - dim F = 4. This condition is
equivalent to k = 1 and G( m) = SU( m) or SO( m); it is never satisfied in the case of
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Sp(m). When k = 1, i* is given by i*(fD = f2 and i*(fn = 0, where H*(F(l); Z/2)
~ A Zj2 (f[, fn and H*(F; Z/2) ~ A Zj2(fp f2)'
5. We continue to assume F -=1= 0. Then the reduced geometrical weight system (see
[14, especially Chapters IV and V)) is n~cw",2) = {±8;; 2k} for SU(m) and
{±8;,4k} for Sp(m). Here ±8; are the weights of [lLm)R or [CPm]R' and the
corresponding algebraic multiplicities are equal to Hdim F;(I) - dim F), F;(l) =
F( 8/- , w",2)' (8/- denotes the corank 1 sub torus of T corresponding to 8;( x) = 0.)
For SO(m), the reduced geometrical2-weights system (see p. 65 of [14)) n;(X, F)
= {t;; 4k}, where the algebraic multiplicities are dim F;(I) - dim F, F;(I) =
F(tt, w",2)' (tt denotes Ker t;.)
6. Suppose F is nonempty. Then for G = SUe m) or Sp( m) the equivariant
cohomology of w",2 = X is H~(w",2; Z) "'" ARGUe, y), an exterior algebra over RG =
H*(BG; Z). Upon reduction mod 2, Sq2 i = Y holds.
For SO(m) actions it is more convenient to consider H~(X; Z/2). Here we need n
to be odd. Let x, y denote the generators of H*( X; Z /2). Then Sq 2 x = y. It is easily
seen that H~(X; Z/2) is isomorphic to ARG(i, y), where RG = H*(BG; Z/2) and
Sq2 i = y.
2. Statement of results. In the following we shall let (Ho) denote the conjugacy
class of the identity component of a principal isotropy subgroup of the given
G-action and shall refer to it as the connected principal isotropy type of the action.
The main result of this paper is the following.
MAIN THEOREM. Let G(m) act smoothly on X = w" 2' n odd, such that (Ho) =
(G( ro with ro ;;;. 4,6, 11 respectively for Sp( m), Sue m), and SOC m). Then in the first
two cases the actions are modelled after Hm - ro)c[Pm] + (trivial) and Hm - ro)lLm
+ (trivial) respectively. In the third case many aspects of the action resemble the
regular linear models, but there is an obstruction to complete resemblance. Specifically,
the following are true:
1. All isotropy subgroups are conjugate to some G(m x )' mx ;;;. roo Moreover, m - ro
is even.
2. Except when m is odd and G(m) = SO(m), H*(XG; Z/2) ~ AR/i, y), where
y = Sq2 i, and i is chosen in some specific way (indicated in the proofs of the
theorem). If m is odd and G(m) = SO(m), H*(XG; Z/2) is a free H*(BG; Z/2)-module with basis 1, i, y, iy and Sq2 i = y.
Assume that F( G( m), X) -=1= 0 in the following.
3. If G -=1= SO(m), m odd, then F(G(m), X) = F(T, X) is an integral cohomology
product of two odd spheres whose dimensions differ by 2.
The mapsj*: H*(XG; Z/2) -> H*(FG; Z/2) and H*(FJi+ I ); Z/2) -> H*(FJi); Z/2)
are specifically known. Also, the structure of H*( F; Z/2) over the mod 2 Steenrod
algebra is the same as that in the case of the regular linear models.
4. Sql Y = 0 iffm - ro == 0 (4) for G = SO(m).
5. Ifm is odd and G = SO(m), then Sql y = 0 iff F is a Z/2-cohomology product of
two odd spheres and H*(XG; Z/2) is an exterior algebra on i, y. The dimensions of the
two odd spheres then differ by 2. 0

»
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We mention here that results similar to the above have been obtained by W. Y.
Hsiang (see pp. 142-145 of [14]). While his theorems apply to more general Stiefel
manifolds, our theorem contains more detailed information about the cohomological
structure of the network of submanifolds {F(G(m - j), X)} as well as about the
equivariant characteristic classes of the actions. Also, his assumptions on the
geometric weight system imply our assumption on connected principal isotropy type.
3. Applications. In this section we deduct a corollary of the main theorem to the
effect that generically speaking a classical simple Lie group G( m) acts smoothly on
w",2' n odd, only if w",2 admits a linear model of G(m).
THEOREM 1. Let SU(m) or Sp(m) act smoothly and nontrivially on w",2' n odd.
Then subject to the dimension restriction n;;;;' 9 (n ;;;;. 8) for SU(m) (Sp(m», we have
m 0;;;; n (m 0;;;; nj2). In the case of SU(m), if n = m > 31 and the action is effective,
then it is equivalent to the standard transitive action on w",2'
PROOF. We consider each group separately.
(1) The SU(m) case. Let (H) denote the principal isotropy type of the action.
Then dim G - dim H 0;;;; dim w",2 translates into dim G - dim H 0;;;; 4n - 4 0;;;;
4(m - 1) - 4 if we assume m > n. It follows that dimG - dim H 0;;;; 4m - 8 0;;;;
1< m - 1)2 if m ;;;;. 8. This last condition holds since m > n ;;;;. 9 by assumption. By
Theorem 1.19 of [11, I], we conclude that H O :J HI' where HI is a normal subgroup
of H O conjugate to SU(ro), with ro > mj2. By Theorem 1 in §3 of [15], the
possibilities for H O are lL'o(SU(ro» or 2IL'o(SU(ro»' Because ro > mj2, the second
case does not occur. Next we apply Theorem Al of §7 of [15] to conclude that all
isotropy subgroups have connected component conjugate to IL,JSU(rx for rx ;;;;. ro >
mj2 ;;;;. 5. Because of Theorem 2 (§4), we see that all isotropy subgroups are in fact
conjugate to IL,JSU(rx »' By the main theorem, m - ro == 0 (mod 2). Observe that
dimSU(m)jSU(m - 2) = 4m - 4 > 4n - 4,

»

a contradiction. Hence m 0;;;; n.
If m = n, the above argument shows that m - ro == 0 (2). Hence ro = m - 2 or m.
The latter case corresponds to the trivial action and the former case to a transitive
action. We conclude the proof of the SU(m) case by quoting Theorem 4-2 in [17].
(2) The Sp(m) case. Assume that m > nj2. By Proposition 4 of [25] the possibilities for the connected principal isotropy type of the given action are
(i) T = any sub torus.
(ii) v,(Sp(r».
(iii)k(v~l) + ... +v~S»(Sp(I)(l) X··· XSp(l)(s»,k = 1,2,4.
If n ;;;;. 7,
dim( Sp(m) ) ;;;;. 2m 2 + m _ m
and

T

= 2m 2 > 2.

n2
4

= n 2 ;;;;. 4n 2

4

dim(Sp(m)j (Sp(I) X ... XSp(I))) ;;;;. 2m 2 + m - 3m

= 2m 2 -

2m

= 2m(m -

n

n

n2

1) > 2'"2'"2 = 2;;;;' 4n - 4.
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Hence only possibility (ii) occurs if n ;;;;. 7. By Theorem Cl of §8 of [15], all connected
isotropy subgroups are of the type Pr(Sp(rx )) for rx;;;;' roo Since dim(Sp(m)/Sp(ro)) ..;;
4n - 4, we have 2m 2 + m - 2ri - ~o ..;; 4n - 4. So
2r02

+ ro ;;;;. 2m 2 + m

- 4n

2

= 2n + 2"n -

2n

+4>

2{ ~

r

+ 1 +~ -

4n

+4

+ 6 ;;;;. 26

when n ;;;;. 8. This implies that ro > 3.25. So by Theorem 2 (since ro ;;;;. 4), all isotropy
subgroups are connected and m - ro == 0 (mod 2). Now
dim(

sp~~':\) ) = 2 + 8m = 4n

8

+ 2 > 4n

= 8m -

6 ;;;;. 8· (

~ + 1) -

6

- 4.

Hence we have obtained a contradiction. 0
The Sp(m) result is an improvement of Proposition 4 for w".2' n odd, in [25].
Let SO(m) act smoothly and nontrivially on w...2' n odd, and suppose (H) is the
principal isotropy type. Assume m > n, then dimG - dim H..;; 4n - 4..;; 4(m - 1)
- 4 = 4m - 8..;; Hm - 1)2 if m ;;;;. 16. By Theorem 1.18 of [11, I], H O is conjugate
to SO(k) X K ~ SO(k) X SO(m - k) ~ SO(m), for k> ml2 and K ~
SO(m - k). By Theorem 3 of §5 of [15], (Ho) is conjugate to Pro(SO(ro)) with
ro > ml2 or to 2Pro(SO(ro )) with ro > m12. Because of dimension reasons the latter
cannot hold. Applying Theorem Bl of §9 of [15] we conclude that all isotropy
subgroups have connected components conjugate to Pr(SO(r)), with r;;;;' ro > m12.
By Theorem 2, all isotropy subgroups are connected. If ro > 11, we may apply the
main theorem to conclude that m - ro == 0 (2). If m - ro =1= 2, then 4n - 4 ;;;;.
dim(GIH) ;;;;. dim(SO(m)/SO(m - 4)) = 4m - 5 so that m";; n, a contradiction.
We therefore have the conclusion below:
If SO(m) acts smoothly and nontriviallyon w".2' n odd, with m > n ;;;;. 19, then
the principal isotropy type can only be (SO(m - 2)). If the conjecture at the end of
§6 is true, then all SO( m) actions on X with m > n ;;;;. 19 must be trivial.
REMARK. Theorem 1 says that in order that SU(m) or Sp(m) act smoothly and
nontrivially on w" 2' n odd and sufficiently large, it is necessary that these groups
admit an n-dimensional complex representation. If Sql Y = 0 and n ;;;;. 19, the same
is true of smooth SO( m) actions on X.
4. An outline of the proof of the main theorem and the specific case of Sp( m). In
this section we give an outline of the proof of the main theorem through describing
the proof for the case G = Sp(m). Essentially there are four main steps:

Step 1. We obtain information about the isotropy types of the given G( m )-action
from the connected principal isotropy type.
Recall that the Stiefel manifolds are parallelizable [24] and hence W*(X) = 1,
PiX) = I, where W*(X) is the total Stiefel-Whitney class of X and PiX) the
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total Pontrjagin class of X. In [15] we have the following theorems concerning local
orbit structure:
THEOREM AI, BI, CI (§§7, 8, 9 in [15]). Let G(m) = SU(m), Sp(m), or SO(m),
and M be a compact smooth G(m)-manifold with P1(M) = O. Suppose the connected
principal isotropy type is (H o ) = (ILro(SU(ro ))), (Pro(Sp(ro ))), or (Pro(SO(ro ))) respectively with ro ;;;;. 3, 2, or 5. Then all connected isotropy groups G~ are conjugate to G(rx)
for rx;;;;. roo

This is not sufficient for analysing the cohomological characteristics of the given
action because GxIG~ may have all sorts of torsion. However, we have
2. Let G = G(m)

= SU(m),

Sp(m), or SO(m), and X

= w",n-k'

the
complex Stiefel manifold of orthonormal (n - k)-frames in
If G acts nontrivially
and smoothly on X in such a way that all connected isotropy groups are conjugate to
some G( rx) and if
(i) k;;;;. n12,
(ii) the connected principal isotropy type (G(ro)) has ro;;;;' 4 (5 for SO(odd)) and
ro;;;;' n - k + 2, n - k + 1, 2(n - k + 2) respectively for SU(m), Sp(m), and SO(m),
then in fact all isotropy subgroups are connected. 0
THEOREM

en.

For a rough outline of the proof of this theorem we refer the reader to that of
Theorem VIL2' on pp. 138-139 of [14]. It is assumed there that F(T, X) oft 0;
however, with our assumptions and using Theorem VILI of [14] we may always
restrict the action to an appropriate subgroup so that the fixed point set becomes
nonempty. The technical part of the proof of Theorem 2 involves choosing the
subgroups K p ' K and the integer n' carefully so that the outline of the argument goes
through. Because of the amount of care needed this technical part is long and not
particularly enlightening. Hence we choose not to include the detailed proof here.
REMARK. For k = n - 2, the conditions (i) and (ii) become ro ;;;;. 4, 4, and 8 in the
respective cases of SU(m), Sp(m), and SO(m).

Step 2. We use the information about isotropy types obtained in step 1 to deduce some
facts about the equivariant cohomology of w" 2 and of fixed point sets of subgroups of
G(m).

As an example, consider the case G( m) = Sp( m) with connected principal isotropy type Sp(ro), where ro ;;;;. 4. In view of Theorem 2 all isotropy subgroups of the
action are conjugate to Sp(rx) for some rx ;;;;. roo
We shall also assume that F(Sp( m), X) oft 0. This restriction is relatively mild,
because if we have an action with empty fixed point set satisfying all the above
assumptions then applying a theorem of Allday (Theorem VII.l on p. 136 of [14]) we
see that the original action restricted to the standardly embedded Sp( m - 2) will
have nonempty fixed point set, regular orbit structure, and nontrivial principal
isotropy type. In any event we may further restrict the Sp( m) action to Sp( m - 1)
and still have non-empty fixed point set, regular orbit structure, and nontrivial
principal isotropy type. Such restrictions are necessary, as shall be seen.
Let X denote w",2 from now on.
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LEMMA 1. F = F(T, X) = F(G(m), X) is an integral cohomology product of two
odd spheres and an orientable closed submanifold of X.

PROOF. This lemma follows from a standard argument involving the Serre spectral
sequence of the fibration p: Xr -> B T , Corollary 2 on p. 46 of [14], Proposition 1 on
p. 45 of [14], and Theorem IV-5 on p. 53 of [14]. (See also [9].) D

2. The maps j*: H;(X; Z/2) -> H;(F; Z/2) and k*: H~(X; Z/2)
Z/2) are monomorphisms. Herej* and k* are induced by inclusion.

LEMMA

H~(F;

->

PROOF. We have a commutative diagram

H;(X;Z/2)

j*

->

t

H;2(X; Z/2)

j*

->

H;(F;Z/2)

t
HMF;Z/2)

whose bottom row is a monomorphism (from a standard argument). The left-hand
vertical map is injective because the mod 2 Serre spectral sequences of X T -> BT and
XTz -> BTz both collapse. (Note that for this we need Sq2 connecting the generators
of H*(X; Z/2) in dimensions 2n - 3 and 2n - 1.) D
LEMMA 3. H~(X; Z/2) is an exterior algebra ARG(x, y), where we may choose x to
be the unique lift of the generator x E H 2n - 3(X; Z/2) and y = Sq2 X. RG stands for
H*(BG; Z/2).

PROOF. This is a straightforward verification using Lemma 2 and the fact that
H*(BG; Z/2) has only even dimensional cohomology. D
Likewise, we have
LEMMA 4. H;(X; Z/2) is an exterior algebra AR/x, y), where RT stands for
H*(B T; Z/2). Furthermore, the map H~(X; Z/2) -> H;(X; Z/2) can be given by
x ~ x, y ~ Y (by abuse of notation) and the inclusion H*(BG; Z/2) C H*(B T; Z/2).

Step 3. Using the topological splitting principle in [10], we set up an equation with
variables in H*(B T; Z/2) and operator equal to Sq2.
Again, we illustrate with G = Sp(m).
Since F(T, X) = F(G, X) = F, there is a commutative diagram

FX EG

->

FX EG
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where spaces in the left column are regarded as T-spaces while those in the right
column are regarded as G-spaces. All maps are equivariant and induce a commutative diagram
FXB r

il

.....

H

it
Xr

FX BG

i2

.....

XG·

In cohomology, we get a commutative diagram

Let j*(x) = all + bh = j*i 2(x) = iik*(x) = ii(a'/l + b'/2) = (iia')/1 + (iib')k
We conclude that a, b are actually symmetric polynomials in (J?, ... ,(J~, where
H*(BG; Zj2) C Zj2[(J\> ... ,(Jm]. (For G = SU(m), a, b are symmetric polynomials
in (J\> ... ,(Jm.)
Let us now assume for the rest of this section that dim II = p ..;; dim h = q.
Sq2 j*(x) = j*(Sq2 x) = j*(Y) = (Sq2 a)/1 + a Sq2 II + (Sq2 b)/2 because Sql a,
Sql band Sq2 12 are odd dimensional, hence zero. Now there are two cases:
(i) Sq2 II = 0: in this case j*( xy) = (a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a )/1/2;
(ii) Sq2 II = kj*(xy) = (a 2 + aSq2 b + bSq2 a)/d2.
Id2 is a Zj2-orientation class of H*(F; Zj2), and we may consider the ideal
INlX, F) = {d E Rrl dld2 E im j*}. For the definition and information about
ItA x, F), we refer the reader to [10] or Chapter IV, §§2 and 3 of [14].
Take Co + clx + c2y + C3XY E Hj.(X; Zj2) mapping to dllh. Then

+ cl(all + b12) + c2((Sq2 a)/I + a(Sq2 II) + (Sq2 b )/2) + C3j*(XY) = dld2.
Hence Co = 0 by inspection. Next we see that d = c3(a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a) if
Sq2 II = 12 and d = c3(aSq2 b + bSq2 a) if Sq2 II = O. So It1h(X, F) is the principal ideal in Rr generated by a 2 + b Sq2 a + a Sq2 b or a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a depending
Co

on whether Sq2 II = 12 or Sq2 II = o.
The splitting theorem of Chang and Skjelbred (see [10] or Chapter IV, §3 of [14])
now gives use the other side of the equation.

LEMMA 5. For G = Sp( m), we have the lollowing possibilities:
(i) IISq2 II = 0, then aSq2 b + bSq2 a = ii;:-ro.
(ii) II Sq2 II = 12' then a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = ii;:-ro.
iii denotes the ith elementary symmetric polynomial in (J?, ... ,(J~. (We recall that
(Sp( ro» is the principal isotropy type 01 the Sp( m) action.)

Let F(x) containing F be an FO-variety with corank I generic isotropy
subgroup. By definition, F(x) is the connected component of x in F(Txo, X). By
PROOF.
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Skjelbred's theorem (Theorem VI-5 in [14]; see also [10]) F(x) = F(Txo, X). Since Txo
is of corank 1, Gx = gSp(m - l)g-l for some g E Sp(m). Now gSp(m - l)g-l
fixes a quaternionic direction and Txo is a subtorus of the diagonal matrices in
Sp(m). Hence Txo is given by (); == 0 (mod 1) for some i (in symbols: ()/-= Txo). On
the other hand, each sub torus ()/ gives rise to an FO-variety containing F with
corank 1 generic isotropy subgroup.
So for the T-action on X,
Ifd2 (X, F) = {d E H*(BT; Q) I dltf2 E im[ H; (X; Q)

--->

H;(F; Q)]}

is the principal ideal generated by II 7= I ()/i. (Recall that F is an integral cohomology
product of two odd spheres.) Here d; = m;/2, m; = dim F«()/-, X) - dim F. To
determine d;, we look at a slice at a fixed point x. The slice representation <Px is
(m - rO)["m]R + trivial representations in view of the orbit structure of the G-action.
A corank 1 FO-variety of the type under consideration in (m - rO)["m]R has
dimension 4(m - ro) + dim F. Hence d; = m;/2 = 2(m - ro)'
Next we notice that (II~l ()/)m-r o is actually integral and so {d E H*(B T ; Z) I
dl1 / 2 E im[H;(X; Z) ---> H;(F; Z)]} is the principal ideal in H*(B T; Z) generated by
(I17= I ();)m-ro. Finally, there is a corresponding statement using Z/2 coefficients.
Combining this with the calculations before the statement of Lemma 5, we see
that Lemma 5 is completely proved. 0
Step 4. The explicit solution 01 the equation derived in Step 3.
A priori, there may be many solutions to the equations (i) or (ii). However, it turns
out that the global group action forces a set of local equations to be satisfied, and
the action of the Weyl group gives the relationship between the solutions of the local
equations and the solutions of the global equation. This yields a unique solution to
the global equation.
As an example, we consider the case of Sp( m ).
As remarked before (Step 2) without loss of generality, we may assume F
0.
Let r = m - roo We first remark that the equation a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = 0:;' cannot
hold. a, b are polynomials in 0;, as was shown, and the only nonzero squares on 0;
are built up by Sq4J. Hence we always have a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = O.
Let us then analyze a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = 0:;'. As was just shown, a Sq2 +
b Sq2 a = O. Hence a 2 = 0:;' and a = 0:!2 so that r is even.
Next, consider the following commutative diagram (Figure I). Admittedly, we do
not need the entire diagram for Sp(m), but we do need it for SU(m). A few remarks
about the diagram are in order. First, T' is a corank 1 subtorus of T given by a
weight and T acts on F' = F(T', X), which by Lemma 1 is an integral cohomological product of 2 odd spheres. F(T, F') = F and what we have just proved shows that
Sq2 connects the cohomology generators of H*(F'; Z/2). By Lemma 2, Ii is a
monomorphism. By Lemma 4, H;(F'; Z/2) R; AR/I{, liJ The map i} is given by
II ~ 11'/2 ~ 12 and r*: H*(BT; Z/2) ---> H*(BT'; Z/2), where r* sets ()m equal to O. a
is therefore a with ()m set equal to O. T' also acts on X and F' = F(Sp( m - l), X)
and the bottom triangle is just the upper triangle of the action restricted to
Sp( m - 1). Hence j~* is a monomorphism.

*
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.*

l F'

j~~

H;(F'; Z/2) :3 ~

A

) H;'(F; Z/2) :3 ail

+ (j~

FIGURE

I

Suppose now thatjtU[) = cdl + c2/2. Since F and F' are Sq2linked, we have
the equation c? + c l Sq2 c2 + c2 Sq2 c l = o~r. This equation is obtained in exactly
the same way as the equation a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = ii:;'. Furthermore, let Sl =
T jT'. Sl acts on F' with fixed point set F. There is a commutative diagram

jt

-->

We may think of H*(Bsl; Zj2) as polynomials with Zj2 coefficients in Om and the
vertical maps simply take 1/ to /;" /; to /;, and take a polynomial in Om and regards it
as a polynomial in 0I' ... , Om.
Hence we may assume that C I = e\O!:;', c2 = e20!:;2, ej = 0, l. Clearly, c\ = 0:;'
because c\ '1= o. If e2 '1= 0, we get an equation O:;'Sq2(O!:;2) + O!:;2Sq2(O:;') = 0 =
O:;'k 20!:;2+ \ + O!:; 2 rO:;'+ \ and this forces k2 + r == 0 or k2 == r(2). This contradicts
dim t; - dim I[ = 2. Hence e2 = O. Now j*(i) = all + bl2 = a\(O:;'/\) +
a2(Sq2(O:;')f\ + 0:;'/2) implies that a = O:;,a\ and b = a 20:;'. Since a is a symmetric
polynomial in OJ, a:;, divides a. But deg a = 2mr and so a = a:;' = ii:!2. If a 2 '1= 0,
then a:;' divides b, which means deg b ~ 2mr, which is impossible. Therefore, a 2 = 0
and so b = O. Finally, ii = 0 = b so that H*(F'; Zj2) --> H*(F; Zj2) is zero.
At this point one observes that the main theorem for G = Sp( m) has been
completely proved.
5. The case of SU(m). The discussion of the case G = SU(m) essentially parallels
that of the case of Sp( m). The main difference is that Step 4 becomes more
complicated.
First, we note that Lemmas 1 through 5 hold for G = SU(m), the only necessary
change being that in Lemma 5, one should have the elementary symmetric polynomials in 0 1, • •• ,Om instead.
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Next, it should be remarked that for SU(m) actions, we assume that (Ho) =
(SU(ro with ro ;;;' 6, or else we assume that ro ;;;' 4 and F(SU(m), X) =1= 0. (Compare the remarks before Lemma 1 in §4.)
We begin with

»,

LEMMA

6. r is even. Also, if m is even, F is always Sq2-linked.

PROOF.

We need two formulas for this proof:

(i)

(ii)

Formula (ii) may be proved by induction.
First we show that a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a a;" has a solution only if r is even.
Suppose a does not contain a term of the form a~, then a;" must come from the term
b Sq2 a. Take a term in a of the form a;ajA, where i =1= m, j =1= m. Then formula (i)
shows that Sq2( a;ajA) will not contribute a a~' term. It rC?mains to consider a term in
a of the form a~a;, i =1= m. Now Sq2(a~a;) = ell)ai+la~ + aiSq2(a~). If this gives a
term a~', then i = m - 1 and (mI2) should be 1 mod 2. Hence m must be odd. But
2 dim a = 2 mr and dim a is even. So, since m is odd, r must be even.
Next suppose a contains a term of the form a~. Then clearly r = 2k.
We now study the equation a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = a;,. and show that a solution exists
only if m is odd. Suppose a;" comes from the first term. Then Sq2 b must contribute a
term of the form a~'. By what has just been shown, b contains a term a~'am_1 and m
is odd. Similarly, if a;" comes from b Sq2 a, then a contains a term a~'am_1 and m
must be odd.
We now use the notation of the commutative diagram in the proof of the Sp( m )
case. Let us assume r is odd. Then a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = a;" must hold. Hence m is
odd. But for the action restricted to SU(m - 1), we either have 0: 2 + 0: Sq2 fJ +
fJ Sq2 0: = &:'_1 or 0: Sq2 fJ + fJ Sq2 0: = 0;"_1' where Om-I is the (m - l)st elementary symmetric polynomial in 01, ••• ,fJm _ I. Since r is odd, the first equation cannot
hold. Since m - 1 is now even, the second equation cannot hold. 0
At this stage, we need to separate the discussion into cases.
Case 1. F and F' are Sq2-linked. We refer the reader to Figure I, and the
subsequent remarks. LetHU{) = uIiI + Ud2. Since Sq2 f{ = f{ by assumption, we
have
+ U I Sq2 U 2 + U 2 Sq2 U I = 0;". Write r = 2k. In view of lemma let l = elO~1
and u 2 = el)~2. Since u l =1= 0, U I = O~. Substituting into the equation we get

=

ur

u
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If e2 =1= 0, then k == k 2(2). Adding the degrees, however, yields k
contradicting k == k 2(2). Hence e2 = o.
NowHU{) = (J~/l andHUi.) = k(J~+l/l + (J~k It follows that

+ k2 + 1 =

2k,

= H(adf + adD = (al(J~ + a2k(J~+I)/1 + (a2(J~)k
Since a =1= 0, (J~ I a implies that (J~ I a (a is a symmetric polynomial), whence a =
Since dim a > dim b, it is clear that b = 0 and a 2 = O. Therefore, a l = II;"=1 1 (Jj'.

(J~.

j*(x)

Let us now consider

if k is odd,
if k is even.
Sincej* is a monomorphism, Sq4 x = 0 iff k is even and Sq4 x = (J2X iff k is odd.
We also see that H*(F'; Zj2) ~ H*(F; Zj2) is the zero map. To summarize then,
when F and F' are both Sq2-linked, it follows that a = (J~ and b = O. The homomorphism H*(F'; Zj2) ~ H*(F; Zj2) is O.
Case 2: F is not Sq2-linked. Similar, but more complicated, calculations show that
when F is not Sq2-linked, F' has to be Sq2-linked and m must be odd. Also,
dim 12 - dim II = 2 and j*(x) = (J~/l + (J~-I(Jm-d2. The map H*(F'; Zj2) .....
H*(F; Zj2) is zero if k > I and is given by /{ 1-+ 12.!{ 1-+ 0 if k = 1.
Case 3: F is Sq2-linked but F' is not Sq2-linked. In this case m is even (since F' is
not Sq2-linked) and by the result of Case 2, dim I{ - dim If = 2. (Recall ro ~ 61.)
By similar calculations as those in the previous cases, we see that j*( x) = (J~ II +
(J~-I(Jm-d2. The map H*(F'; Zj2) ~ H*(F; Zj2) is 0 if k > 1 and when k = 1, it is
given by If 1-+ fi, I{ 1-+ O.
By combining the results of these three cases, it can be seen that the main theorem
has been completely proved for G = SU(m). 0
6. The case of SO( m) and Spin( m). In proving the main theorem the SO( m) case
is the most difficult case to deal with. The basic reason is that toral rank no longer
distinguishes the isotropy types of an SO( m )-action of regular type. Consequently,
the Z j2-tori instead of the tori of SO( m) serve better to capture the characteristics
of the group action. Unfortunately, a priori, fixed point sets of Zj2-tori need no
longer be connected. (See [23].) Moreover, in using Zj2-tori, we lose track of the
parity of the dimensions of the generators of the Zj2-cohomology of the fixed point
varieties. All these cause difficulties in the proof of the main theorem.
Before proceeding further we remark that the case of Spin( m) actions can be
reduced to that of SO( m) actions. The reason is that given a Spin( m) action of
regular type, the geometric weight system is k{ ±(JJ and hence {± I} acts trivially on
w",2. The action therefore factors through SO( m ).
Let us now state the assumptions we need for this section. We assume SO( m) acts
smoothly on w",2' n odd, with connected principal isotropy type (SO(ro» and ro ~ 8.
In view of Theorem 2, all isotropy subgroups of the action are conjugate to SO( rx)
for some rx ~ roo We shall also assume that F(SO( m), w",2) =1= 0. This assumption is
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again relatively harmless; for if we have an action with empty fixed point set and
ro ;;;. 11 satisfying all the assumptions above, we may appeal to Theorem VII. 1 on p.
136 of [14] and see that if we restrict the G-action to the standardly embedded
SO(m - 4), the resulting action will have principal isotropy type (SO(ro» with
ro ;;;. 7 and a nonempty fixed point set. Because the original action has orbit
structure modelled after the regular linear model so does the restricted action. The
condition ro ;;;. 7 is needed because we shall have to further restrict the action by as
many as five steps and we do not want to end up with a trivial principal isotropy
type.
LEMMA 7. When m is even, F = F(SO(m), X) = F(T2' X) is an integral cohomology product of two odd spheres.

We note that when m is even, then F(T2' X) = F(T, X) = F(G, X) =
~ is a maximal p-torus in G and p is an odd prime. Then a proof
along the lines of that of Lemma 1 can be constructed easily. D
When m is odd, F(T2' X) = F(G, X) *- F(T, X) even in the regular linear
models.
PROOF.

F(~,

X), where

LEMMA 8. The maps j*: Ht 2(X; Zj2)
Hi](F; Zj2) are monomorphisms.

PROOF.

Similar to that of Lemma 2.

~

H t2(F; Zj2) and k*:

H~(X;

Zj2)

~

D

9. Let m be even. Suppose i is a lift of x E H 2n - 3(X; Zj2) in
HJn-3(X; Zj2) such that k*(i) does not involve a constant term and if y = Sq2 i,
then Hi](X; Zj2) """ ARc(i, y), where RG = H*(BG; Zj2). Also, Ht2(X; Zj2) """
ART}i, y), where RT2 = H*(B T2 , Zj2) and the map Hi](X; Zj2) ~ Ht/X; Zj2) is
given by i ~ i, Y ~ Y (by abuse of notation) and by the injection H*(BG; Zj2) """
Zj2[w2,···, wm] C H(B T2 ; Zj2) """ Zj2[tj, ... ,tm].
LEMMA

We next explain how we consistently choose generators for the cohomology
algebras we shall encounter. There is a canonical map 1j*: H~O(miX; Zj2) ~
H~O(m-j)(X; Zj2). Choosep E F = F(G, X). We have the map

Let i be a lift of x E H 2n - 3(X; Zj2) such that i;(i) = o. (If i;(i) = c, just replace
i by i - c; it will still be a lift of x since i*c is 0, where i*: Hi](X; Zj2) ~
H{el X; Zj2).) Let ji = Sq2 i. Then 1, i, y, iy form an RG-base for Hi]( X; Zj2).
(That Hi](X; Zj2) is a free H*(BG; Zj2)-module of rank 4 does not depend on the
parity of m.) Denote by i also the element 1j*(i) E H~(x.m-j)(X; Zj2). We have
similar elements in Ht/X; Zj2) and H t2(X; Zj2), all of which are lifts of x E
H 2n-3(x; Zj2). Under the maps H~O(m-j)(X; Zj2) ~ H~O(m-j)(F'; Zj2) .....
H~O(m-j)(p; Zj2), H t2 (X; Zj2) ..... HNF'; Zj2) ..... HNp; Zj2), H t2(X; Zj2) ~
H t2(F; Zj2) ~ H t2(p; Zj2), i goes to 0 by naturality. In other words, under the
maps H~O(m-j)(X; Zj2) ..... H~O(m-I)(F'; Zj2) and HNX; Zj2) ..... HNF'; Zj2), i
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goes to an element without constant term. All this can be summarized by the
following commutative diagram:

XE H;o(m) (X; Z/2)

)-----+)

1 ~ Hrp ;

xEH:o(m_I)(X; Z/2)

Z/2) >

)>----+)

~1
x E Hfi (X; Z/2)

H;O(m)(F; Z/2)

":n;, (F;

-----+)

Z/2)

t;

H;O(m)(P; Z/2)

1':n

Z/2)

H:O(m_l)(F'; Z/2) --~)H:o(m-l)(P; Z/2)

~Hfi (F'; Z/2)

)>-----+)

~l
Hfi (P; Z/2)

-----+)

FIGURE II
(Note that there are no vertical maps in the middle of the diagram!)
The above discussion together with Lemma 9 imply that if m is odd, then
HSO(m-I)(X; Zj2) "'" AR SO(m-l)(x, ji), H;,(X;
Zj2) "'" AR TZ(x, ji). Also, the maps
2
HSO(m)(X; Zj2) --- HSO(m-I)(X; Zj2) and H;2(X; Zj2) ~ H;2(X; Zj2) are given by
x --- x, ji --- ji, xji --- xji and by the maps

H*( B SO(m); Zj2) --- H*(B SO(m - 1); Zj2)
and

REMARKS. Observe that the procedure we described above works even if m is odd
and if F is disconnected. For the rest of this section we shall assume the above
choice of generators for all cohomology algebras HSO(m-j)(X; Zj2) and
H;(j)(X; Zj2), where T}J) is the standard corankj 2-torus in T2 obtained by setting
2
em-;+I = ... = em = 1. Finally note that if HS*O(m)(X; Zj2) "'" AR SO(m)(x, ji) then
HSO(m-;·)(X; Zj2) "'" AR(x,
ji) and H;(j)(X;
Zj2) "'" AR T2 (.)(x
ji). Hence we
SO(m-)
2
}
state
LEMMA 10. Ifm is odd, then for 1 ~j ~ [t(ro - 2)], H*(F(SO(m - 2j), X); Zj2)
"'" Az/ifPj), f2(2 j » and H SO (m-2j)(X; Zj2) "'" ARso(mlJx, ji), H;fJl(X; Zj2) "'"
AR T2(2)(X,
ji).
}
PROOF. The last assertions follow from the above remarks. Applying Proposition 1
on p. 45 of [14] we see that S-IH;(2})( X; Zj2) is an exterior algebra on x, ji over
S-IR T (2}). Let F(i) = F(SO(m - i), 2X} = F(T}i), X). Then TPj-l) acts on F(2)-I)
with fixed point set F(2 j ); equivalently, TPj-l) jTP) "'" Zj2 acts on F(2)-I), which
is an integral cohomology product of two odd spheres, with fixed point set F(2). The
possibilities for H*(F(2 j ); Zj2) are given in [23] or on p. 410 of [8]. From this we see
that S-IH;(2})(F(2); Zj2) is an exterior algebra iff the first assertion of the lemma
2
holds. 0

We shall now make the assumption that F(J) ~Z/2 SP} X sq} in what follows until
p. 608. This means that for m odd we just restrict the action to SOC m - 1).
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We proceed to set up equations with variables in H*(B T2 ; Zj2) involving Steenrod
squares. First we take the remarks at the beginning of Step 3 in §4, replace T by T2 ,
and note that every statement remains true. Namely, there is a commutative diagram
k*
~

j*
~

Let j*(x) = afl + bh + cfd2' then j*i~(x) = itk*(x) = it(a'fl + b'h + c'fd2) =
uta')fl + Utb')f2 + Utc')fd2. Hence we conclude as in §3 that a, b, c are symmetric polynomials in t l , ... ,tm • Now Sq2(j*X) = j*(Y) = (Sq2 a)fl + (Sql a)(SqI fl) +
a Sq2 fl + (Sq2 b)f2 + (Sql b)(Sql f2) + b(Sq2 h) + (Sq2 c)flh- Let F ~Z/2 sp X

sq,p.e;;; q.

Now SqI f2 = 0 by considering the properties of the Bockstein homomorphism
corresponding to the 'sequence 0 ~ Zj2 ~ Zj4 ~ Zj2 ~ o.
Next we consider Sql fl" If Sql fl =1= 0, then either Sql fl = fd2 or Sql fl = h- In
the first case, dim f2 = 1, and since we assumed dim fl .e;;; dim f2' we have dim fl = 1
and so Sql fl =!? = fd2 = 0, a contradiction. In the second case, Sql fl = f2 and
we have two subcases.
(i) Sq2 fl = 0: j*( ji) = (Sq2 a )fl + (Sql a)h + (Sq2 b)h + b Sq2 f2 + (Sq2 C )fl f2.
Consequently,j*( xji) = (a Sql a + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a )fd2.
(ii) Sq2 fl = fl h: This cannot occur because otherwise dim f2 = 2 and so dim fl
= lor 2; in either case Sq2 fl = o.
If Sql fl = 0, we have the following cases:
(iii) Sq2 fl = f2: j*(ji) = (Sq2 a )fl + af2 + (Sq2 b )f2 + b Sq2 f2 + (Sq2 C )fl f2 and
j(xji) = (a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a)fd2.
(iv) Sq2 fl = 0: j*(ji) = (Sq2 a )fl + (Sq2 b )f2 + b Sq2 f2 + (Sq2 C )fl f2 and so
j*(xji) = (aSq2 b + bSq2 a)fd2.
(v) Sq2 fl = fd2: As in (ii), this case cannot occur.
It will turn out that case (i) is also fictitious.
fd2 is a Zj2-orientation class of H*(F; Zj2). So we may consider the ideal
If
F) = {a E RT21 afd2 E im j*}. Exactly the same argument as in the SU(m)
or Sp(m) case shows that If
F) is a principal ideal in RT2 generated by
a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a, a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a, or a Sql a + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a in cases (i),
(iii), or (iv).

AX,

AX,

LEMMA 11. For G = SO( m), we have the following possibilities:
(i) IfSq2 fl = f2' then a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = w:- ro •
(ii) If Sq2 fl = 0, then a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = w:- ro for Sql fl = 0 and a Sql a +
a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = w:- ro for Sql fl = hIn the above, Wi denotes the ith elementary symmetric polynomial in t I' ... , t m. We
recall that (SO(ro» is the principal isotropy type of the G-action.

Similar to that of Lemma 5. 0
Because the proof of the main theorem for SO( m) is rather complicated and long,
we give first an outline of it below.
PROOF.
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Stage one. Assume that F(j) -Z/2 SPj X sqj, 0 ~ j ~ ro - 2, so that
H:O(m-j')(X; Zj2) ~ AR SO(m-,l(x, y). (This is no assumption when m is even and only
j = 0 is a real hypothesis when m is odd.)
1. Assume m == 0 (4). We show that Fis Sq2linked (Lemma 14).

2. We prove assertion 1 in the main theorem in Lemma 15, and hence eliminate
the case Sql II = 12 in Lemma 11.
3. Assume m == 1 (4); we solve for a and b in the cases F is Sq2 linked as well as
Sq2 unlinked. We also show that Sql y = 0 iff 4 divides r.
4. Assume that m == 2 (4). We show that F has to be Sq2 linked (Lemma 16).
5. Solve for a, b in the case m == 2 (4). Hence we know a, b in all cases. From all
this, assertions 2 and 3 of the main theorem follow.
Stage Two (pp. 608-609). Assume that 4 divides r. Then we prove assertion 5 in the
main theorem. As a result we can solve for a and b in this case from the
computations in Stage one.
We proceed with Stage one of our proof.
As in §3, there is a basic commutative diagram (Figure III) that we shall refer to
constantly. We make a few remarks about this diagram. We assume that F,
F' = F(SO(m - 1), X), F" = F(SO(m - 2), X) = F(T5.', X), where T5.' is the subgroup of T2 with em- I = em = 1, are all Zj2-cohomology products of 2 spheres.
Whenever these equal F(SO(m - j), X) with m - j even, by Lemma 7, they are
Z-cohomology products of 2 odd spheres. By Lemma 8, j* and j~* are injective.

LEMMA

12. In the above setting, Ht(F';
Zj2) ~ AR T2U{,
2

H).

PROOF. Note that dim 2 H*(F'; Zj2) = 4 = dim 2 H*(F; Zj2). Also, T2jT5. ~ Zj2
as well as T2 act on F' with fixed point set F. So by Corollary 2 on p. 46 of [14], the
spectral sequence of Fh --> BT2 collapses. (Because we shall prove that dim H dim J; = 2 inductively, we are guaranteed that the spectral sequence has simple
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coefficients.) We may then pick lifts of f{ and f{, the generators of the cohomology
algebra H*(F'; Z/2) in the same manner as on pp. 602-603. Now jl* is a monomorphism and the rest follows easily. D
We then choose generators of Ht2(F'; Z/2) by taking the image of the generators
of HNF'; Z/2). We may assume that i}-(f{) = I ® f{ and i},(f{) = I ® f{. Note
that the vertical maps i1-, ij.." and i} are given in this manner and by r*:
H*(B T2 ; Z/2) ~ H*(B T2 ; Z/2), which sets tm equal to O. We denote r*(a) by ii, for
example.
LEMMA 13. Let Z/2

~

vertical maps.

T2/T2. Then we have a commutative diagram with injective
it

Ht2(F'; Z/2)

~

t

t
H~/2(F';

Ht2(F; Z/2)

Z/2)

j~*
~

H~/2(F; Z/2)

PROOF. Straightforward. D
Since we had some freedom in choosing the liftsf{ andf{, we may assume

H~/2(F'; Z/2) ~ ARz)f{, f{) ~ A RT2(f{, f{) ~ Ht2(F'; Z/2)

is given by f{

1-+

f{ and f{

LEMMA 14. If m

1-+ f{·

== 0 (4) and F *'

0, then F is Sq2 linked.

PROOF. We begin by exploring when w~ occurs as a term in Sq2 x, where x is a
symmetric polynomial in t 1, ••• ,tm. If so, w~ must come from Sq2(w;A) where w;A is
a term in x. Now

w~ clearly cannot come from the first term. If w~ comes from the third term, then
i = m - 1 and (mI2) = 1 (mod 2), which implies that m is odd. If w~ comes from

the second term, then i = m - 2 and (m 23) == 1 (mod 2). If m is even, the last
condition holds iff m == 2 (4). Hence if m == 2 (4), w~ must come from the last term.
By induction we are reduced to the case where k = 1. From the expression of
Sq2(w;A), we see this case cannot have any solution.
Suppose now that F is not Sq2 linked. The equation a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = w';; holds,
and some term x in b or a upon application of Sq2 must give rise to a w~ for some k.
As was just shown this cannot happen. D
LEMMA 15. r is even.
PROOF. We first remark that r remains unchanged if we restrict our action to
SO( m - j). Since by assumption (ro;;;' 8) we may always restrict the action to
SO(m - J), J = 0,1,2,3, we need only prove the lemma when m == 0 (4). In that
case, Sq2 fl = f2 by Lemma 8 and so the equation is a 2 + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = w';;.
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Assume that a = w,! + other terms, then 2k = r. So it remains to consider the case
when a does not contain w,!. In that case, the only term that can give rise to w';; is the
term bSq2 a. In other words, some term in a upon squaring must yield w,!'. By the
proof of Lemma 14, we see that this cannot happen for m == 0 (4). 0
REMARK. As a corollary of the fact that r is even, we see that the equation
a Sql a + a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = w';; never holds because 2 dim a + 1 = mr, which is
even.
We next analyze the case m == 1 (4) in greater detail. In view of Lemma 15 we
writer = 2k.
Case 1: F is Sq2 linked. By calculations similar to those in §5 (but more
complicated), we obtain that j*(i) = w'!/l + cld2 and the map H*(F'; Zj2) .....
H*(F; Zj2) is zero.
Case 2: F is not Sq2 linked. In this case, again by calculations similar to those in
§5, dim 12 - dim II = 2 and k;;;. 2. We havej*(i) = w'!/l + w,!-2w~_d2 + cld2
and the map H*(F'; Zj2) ..... H*(F; Zj2) is 0 unless k = 2, in which case it is given
by I{ ~ 12' I{ ~ o.
LEMMA

16. 11m

== 2 (4) then

F is Sq2linked.

PROOF. Note that F is an integral cohomology product of two odd spheres.
Suppose first that F' is Sq2 linked and F is not Sq2 linked. Then the analysis of Case
2 shows that a = w,!, b = W,!-2W~_I' Recall that S2 = (t l ... t m_ l )k- 2A. Now S2 = f3
= w'!=IW~-2 =1= O. However, since F' is Sq2 linked and m == 2 (4), it follows from
the analysis of Case 1 that f3 = 0, giving us a contradiction.
Therefore, we shall suppose that F, F' are both Sq2 unlinked. Despite this, Lemma
12 shows that Ht(F';
Zj2) ~ AR T2U{, In.
2

Let HU{) = udl + Uzf2 + udd2' HUn = vdl + Vzf2 + vdd2' We have the
simplified equation UIV2 + U2V I = t?;,k. We may assume as in the previous cases that
U I = elt!', u 2 = e 2t!2, VI = e3t!J, v 2 = e 4t!4. Substituting, we get e l e 4t!,+k 4 +
e 2e 3t!2+ k3 = t?;,k. Clearly, exactly one of e le 4 or e 2e 3 may be O. So there are two
cases.
(i) e 2e 3 = 0, e le 4 = 1.
We have a = SIt!' + e 3e 2t!J, b = e 2s l t!2 + S2t!4. By assumption, a =1= 0, b =1= 0;
SI =1= 0, S2 =1= 0 because a =1= 0, f3 =1= 0 (a Sq2 f3 + f3 Sq2 a = w~~ I)' kl + k4 = 2k
holds. Recall that a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = w~k. If W~k comes from b Sq2 a, then dim a =
2km - 2 - mk' ;;;. dim b = mk' ;;;. dim S2 = dim f3 = k(m - 1) - 2. Comparing
these inequalities we find that k' ..; k - 1 and k' > k - 1 simultaneously. Hence
W~k comes from a Sq2 b. In this case dim a = k'm ;;;. 2mk - 2 - dim a and so
k' ;;;. k. Next dim b = 2mk - mk' - 2 ;;;. dim S2 = k(m - 1) - 2 implies that k' ..;
k. Hence kl = k = k 4. It follows that e 2 = 1; for otherwise t! would divide b or w,!
divides b. We have a = SIt! and so SI = (tl" .tm_l)k. We can now use symmetry
under the Weyl group to get a = w,!, b = W,!-2W~_I' Let us however compute
a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = W,!(Sq2(W,!-2)W~_1 + W,!-2 Sq2(W~_I)) + W,!-2W~_1 Sq2(W,!)
= W~k-2( wm( m l 2))2 = 0, since m is even. This gives a contradiction.
(ii) e 2e 3 = 1, e le 4 = O.
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We have a = elslt!1 + S2t!3, b = s l t!2 + e 4t!4s 2. As in (i), we can show that
k = k' and k3 = k + 2, k2 = k - 2. Hence e 4 = 0 and e l = 1. Thus b = w~-2p,
where P is a symmetric polynomial. a = w~ and Sl = (II" .tm _ l )k- 2p. By a symmetry argument again we see that a = w~ and b = W~-2W~_I' As in (i), they do not
satisfy a Sq2 b + b Sq2 a = W~k. 0
Using Lemma 16 and doing computations as above, we get that when m == 2 (4),
F is always Sq2 linked. If F' is Sq2 linked, j*(i) = w~fl + cfd2' If F' is Sq2
unlinked, then j*(i) = w~fl + w~-2w~_d2 + cfd2' The map ii*(F'; Z/2) ~
ii*(F; Z/2) is 0 except when k = 2 and F' is Sq2 unlinked, in which case it is given
by f{ ~ h'/2 ~ O.
The reader may now check that stage 1 has completely been achieved since the
cases m == 3,4 (4) are analogous to the cases m == 1, 2 (4) once we have proved
Lemma 16.
We now move on to stage two. We first recall the following theorem of J. C. Su, a
proof of which can be found in [23].
THEOREM

(J. C. Su). If Z/2 acts on a Z/2-cohomology product X of two spheres
is given

sm X sn, then the cohomology algebra H*(F; Z/2) (where F = F(Z/2, X»

as follows:
(a) if E2 =1= Eoo in the Serre spectral sequence of X Z/ 2 ~ B Z/ 2' then F
(b) if E2 = EOO' then if F is connected we may have H*(F; Z/2) R>
(i) H*(SP X sq; Z/2),p, q > 0,
(ii) Z/2[zl/(Z4),
(iii) Z/2[u, vl/(u 2 = v 2 =1= 0, uv = 0) dim u = dim v = 1,2,4,8;
(c) if E2 = Eoo and if F is disconnected then H*(F; Z/2) R>
(i) H*(So X So; Z/2) or H*(So U SP; Z/2),p ;;;. 1,
(ii) H*(SP U sq; Z/2), p, q > 0,
(iii) Z/2 E9 Z/2[zl/(z3). 0

-Z/2

SP.

Recall from Lemma 13 that we have a commutative diagram
Ht2(F'; Z/2)
A

H t / 2(F'; Z/2)

..

11

~

H

~

H t2(F;Z/2)

~

A

H t2(p; Z/2)
A

Ht/2(F; Z/2)

~

Ht/2(P; Z/2)

Since m is odd, m - 1 is even and F' - Z Sp' X sq', p' .;;;; q', p', q' odd. In fact, by
Lemmas 14 and 16, q' = p' + 2 and Sq2 f{ = /2, where H*(F'; Z/2) R> Az/if{, fD.
Let H*(B z / 2; Z/2) R> Z/2[t]. We remind the reader of our choice of generators for
these cohomology algebras.
REMARKS. 1. Since dim2 H*(F'; Z/2) = 4
dim 2 H*(F'Z/2), E2 Eoo in the
spectral sequence for FZ/2 ~ BZ/2 and so (a) in Theorem 2 does not occur.

=

=
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2. If q E F, the slice representation at q is rPm + (trivial). Hence the different
components of F have the same dimension. Thus (c)(iii) and (c)(i) SO U SP do not
occur. For (c)(ii),p = q necessarily.
Claim 1. (c)(i) does not occur.
To see this we apply theorem IV-I in [14], noting that the only homogeneous
polynomials in dimension p' are 0 and t P'. Because Sq2 f{ = /2, jfUn completely
distinguishes the components of the fixed point set. Hence F can have at most two
components.
Claim 2. (c)(ii) does not occur.
We first show thatjfU{) = (tdz J, t P' + t dZ2), where H*(F; Z/2) """ Z/2[zd/(zr)
$ Z/2[Z21!(Zi), dim ZJ = dim Z2 = p, p' - p = d. Since we may assume that the
first component ofjfUn has no constant term, it follows that the second component
must have constant term t P'. Next, the ideal Iz,(X, F) (see p. 59 of [14]) = (t T ) is
nonzero by Theorem IV-10 of [14], and so the first component must have a nonzero
Z J term. Similarly, the second component must contain a nonzero z2 term. jfUi.) =
jf(Sq2 f{) = ([d/2]2 t d+2ZJ , [p' /2ft p'+2 + [d/2]2 t d+2z2 ). Note that dim F' =
dim F = 2 p' + 2 - p = d + p' + 2 = r == 0 (4). Hence p' + d == 2 (4) implies that
p' == d == 1 (4) or p' == d == 3 (4) (p' is odd and so since r is even, d must be odd). In
the first case, [p'/2]2 = [d/2]2 = 0 (2) and in the second case [p'/2]2 = [d/2]2 =
1(2). Consider
.*

I

_{(O,O) if p '==d==1(4),

JJ (f2) -

(t d+ 2ZJ, tp'+2

+ t d+ 2ZJ

= t 2(t dZJ, tP'

+

tdzJ

ifp'

== d == 3 (4).

The first case cannot occur since jf is a monomorphism. For the second case,
= t 2jfUn, so that jfU{ - t 2f{) = 0 or f{ = t 2f{, contradicting the independence off{ and/2 over H*(B z / 2 ; Z/2).
Hence F is connected.
Finally, using similar reasoning, we rule out the cases in (b) of J. C. Su's theorem.
We conclude this section with a discussion of the condition SqJ y = O. At this
moment, SqJ y appears to be the cohomological obstruction to the SO(m) actions
(satisfying the hypotheses of the main theorem) being completely modelled after the
regular linear models. We conjecture that SqJ y = 0 for any SO(m) action satisfying
the hypotheses of the main theorem. SqJ y = 0 is implied, for example, by y being an
integral class. If the coefficient system of the Z Serre spectral sequence of X T2 ~ BT2
is simple, then SqJ y would be O. In the case of the linear models, 4 divides r because
the action results from complexifying kpm(r = 2k). So to show that 4 divides r in the
general case involves detecting this complexification cohomologically or by some
other means.
Note that the SqJ y obstruction is not unlike that in [21] (or the theorem on p. 58
of [5]) and the discussion of Theorem 2 on pp.376-377 in [8] may be relevant.
We think that the obstruction is fictitious because in the case of w",2 much more
structure is available from topology. Finally, we remark that we have not been able
to remove the SqJ y obstructions by appealing to the Adem relations.

jfUD
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